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Characterization of protonated formamide clusters by vibrational predissociation spectroscopy confirms
theoretical predictions that O-protonation occurs in preference to N-protonation in formamide. The confirmation
is made from a close comparison of the infrared spectra of H+[HC(O)NH2]3 and NH4

+[HC(O)NH2]3 produced
by a supersonic expansion with the spectra produced by ab initio calculations. For NH4

+[HC(O)NH2]3,
prominent and well-resolved vibrational features are observed at 3436 and 3554 cm-1. They derive, respectively,
from the symmetric and asymmetric NH2 stretching motions of the three formamide molecules linked separately
to the NH4

+ ion core via three N-H+‚‚‚O hydrogen bonds. Similarly distinct absorption features are also
found for H+[HC(O)NH2]3; moreover, they differ in frequency from the corresponding vibrational modes of
NH4

+[HC(O)NH2]3 by less than 10 cm-1. The result is consistent with a picture of proton attachment to the
oxygen atom, rather than the nitrogen atom in H+[HC(O)NH2]3. We provide in this work both spectroscopic
and computational evidence for the O-protonation of formamide and its clusters in the gas phase.

Introduction

Protonation is a fundamental process in organic and biological
chemistry. It can be commonly found in acid-catalyzed addition
and/or elimination reactions of carbonyl-containing compounds.1

Studies of protonation are of importance from the viewpoint of
biochemistry because it is the initial step involved in nonen-
zymatic hydrolysis of amides, peptides, and proteins in aqueous
solutions.2 Over the past few decades, investigations of these
fundamentally important processes have mainly been limited
to solution phases by using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy3 in combination with isotope exchange techniques.4

For the proton exchange between an amide [RC(O)NHR′] and
the hydronium ion (H3O+), it has been a long scrutinized
problem whether the protonation first occurs on the oxygen or
on the nitrogen of RC(O)NHR′, as both atoms are capable of
accepting the excess proton. Conceivably, the acid-catalyzed
proton exchange can proceed either via the formation of a
protonated imidic acid RC(OH)dN+HR′ or via the formation
of an N-protonated intermediate RC(O)N+H2R′ as

Unfortunately, an unambiguous conclusion regarding whether
route (1) or (2) is preferred for a given R/R′ is sometimes
difficult to reach, even for the simplest amides in solution
phases.3 Experiments using charged water clusters as micro-
solvation matrices5 to systematically study these reactions at
varying stages of hydration are thus desired. Infrared spectros-

copy, instead of NMR, can be used as the diagnostic tool for
this analysis. We have recently successfully identified a number
of isomeric structures of protonated ammonia-water clusters,
NH4

+(H2O)n,6 protonated methylamine-water clusters, CH3-
NH3

+(H2O)n,7 and other related species in a supersonic jet by
employing vibrational predissociation spectroscopy and ab initio
calculations. It is demonstrated therein that a combination of
these two techniques is well suited for the detailed investigation
of proton exchange and acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of amides in
microsolvation water matrices.

Formamide (FA), the simplest molecule that contains one
C(O)-N peptide bond and two functional groups (-CdO and
-NH2), serves as the prototype for this study. Being a
prototypical system, formamide has been submitted to intensive
investigations by ab initio calculations concerning its proton-
ation,8-15 dimerization,16 ion-molecule association,13,17,18and
acid/base-catalyzed hydrolysis.8,19,20 The calculations accord-
ingly predict that oxygen is the energetically more favored
protonation site over the nitrogen by∼15 kcal/mol. The
prediction is in line with the amide resonance model,21

which enhances the basicity of the oxygen in this primary amide.
Lin et al.9 have attempted to verify the calculations by studying
proton-transfer reactions between D+[HC(O)NH2] and HC(O)-
NH2 in a Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass
spectrometer, but obtained inconclusive results. It suggests a
need of using spectroscopic methods to characterize the pro-
tonation site of formamide.

We present herein the first experimental evidence to support,
although somewhat indirectly, the theoretical prediction that the
oxygen has a higher proton affinity than the nitrogen in
formamide. The evidence was obtained from a direct comparison
of the vibrational spectra produced by calculation and measure-
ment for the cluster ions H+[HC(O)NH2]3 and NH4

+[HC(O)-
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NH2]3. A systematic comparison of the spectra between
H+[HC(O)NH2]1-3 and NH4

+[HC(O)NH2]1-3 enabled us to
establish a firm identification of the protonation site of forma-
mide. In this paper, aside from providing experimental evidence
for the O-protonation, the possibility of unconventional C-H‚‚‚O
bond formation between the formamide subunits in H+[HC-
(O)NH2]3 is also addressed.

Methodologies

The methodologies employed in this work include both ab
initio calculations22 and vibrational predissociation spectros-
copy.6

A. Calculations.Ab initio calculations were carried out using
the commercial GAUSSIAN 94 program package.23 Density
functional theory (DFT) calculations, performed at the B3LYP/
6-31+G* level of computation,22,24provide geometries, binding
energies, vibrational frequencies, and infrared absorption in-
tensities of various structural isomers to be compared with
experimental measurements. In this calculation, geometries of
the isomers were optimized by analytical gradients without
imposing any symmetry constraints, and harmonic vibrational
frequencies were obtained from analytical second derivatives.
A vibrational frequency analysis served to identify the minima
and/or transition states of the structures. Both basis set
superposition errors and zero-point vibrational energies were
corrected for the calculated total interaction energies.

For the clusters of interest in this work, we did not find any
literature concerning the thermochemistry of the clustering,

and

Hence, assessment of the accuracy of the calculations was made
by comparing the calculated results to those of neutral form-
amide whose vibrational spectra have been well studied in the
gas phase,25-27 in Ar matrices,26 and by previous ab initio
calculations.28 Table 1 compares the presently calculated
frequencies with the observed vibrational modes of monomeric
formamide in the gas phase. As noted, use of a single scaling
factor (×0.963) successfully brings these two sets of data to
close agreement for both the NH and CH stretches. The factor
is thus used throughout this work.

B. Experiments. The experiments were conducted using a
vibrational predissociation ion trap spectrometer combined with
a pulsed infrared laser system. We generated protonated
formamide with the aid of a corona discharge ion source by
flowing HC(O)NH2 vapor in pure H2. The ion formed clusters

with its neutral counterparts and other ingredients produced by
the discharge in a supersonic expansion. Cluster ions with
various sizes were first mass-selected by a 60° sector magnet
and then spectroscopically analyzed by a tunable infrared laser
inside an octopole ion trap. Upon excitation by resonant laser
photons, the size-selected clusters dissociated predominantly via
loss of a single formamide molecule. A quadrupole mass filter
collected the photofragments, from which vibrational predis-
sociation (action) spectra of the clusters were obtained.

Interesting proton-transfer reactions occurred during the
corona-discharge supersonic expansion. A large number of H+-
[HC(O)NH2]nNH3 clusters were unexpectedly found, even when
only HC(O)NH2/H2 was used as the gas sample mixture. The
finding can be properly accounted for by the following reaction
mechanism and energetics,

It is noted that the energy release from reaction 7 is substantial,
∆H° ) -95.6 kcal/mol, due to the large difference in proton
affinity between H2 and FA.29 This generates internally hot
species, denoted as (H+FA)*, which rapidly dissociates with a
calculated dissociation barrier (∆ED) of 69 kcal/mol [eq 8].9

A tunable pulsed infrared laser was employed to prepare
vibrationally excited formamide cluster ions at the frequency
range of 2650-3850 cm-1 for CH, NH, and OH stretches.
Unimolecular dissociation of this type

or

was induced by the excitation. While use of the infrared photons
in this frequency range (2650-3850 cm-1) supplies an energy
of only 8-11 kcal/mol, which is typically lower than the
dissociation energies of the cluster ions studied herein, frag-
mentation still can take place via two-photon absorption and/
or via single-photon absorption at the expense of internal
energies.6,30 In this work, we determined the cluster temperature
by measuring the spontaneous evaporation rate of the cluster
of interest inside the octopole ion trap. With use of the DFT-
calculated energies as the dissociation barriers (because no
experimental data are yet available), fitting the measured
evaporation rates to an evaporative ensemble model31 allowed
for an approximate estimation of the cluster temperature to be
170 K for both H+(FA)3 and H+(FA)3NH3 investigated in this
experiment. They contain an internal energy of roughly 3 kcal/
mol, obtained from a simple statistical thermodynamics calcula-
tion.6

Results and Analysis

We classify the NH stretching modes of formamide according
to how hydrogen bonding is made within the clusters. Resem-
bling our previous classification of H2O in water clusters,32 the
stretching modes of the-NH2 group are characterized in terms

TABLE 1: Experimentally Observed and DFT-Calculated
Stretching Frequencies (cm-1) of Neutral and Protonated
Formamide Monomers

expt.a calc.b

HC(O)NH2(vapor) HC(O)NH2 FA1I c FA1II c FA1III c
assign-
mentsd

3545 3502 νOH
3570 3571 3493 3481 3328 νNH
3448 3443 3379 3382 3321 νNH

3226 νNH
2855 2875 3095 3126 3022 νCH
1755 1734 1720 1694 1867 νCO

a Reference 26.b Frequencies scaled by 0.963.c Structures illustrated
in Figure 4.d See ref 26 for details.

H+FA + (n - 1)FA f H+(FA)n (3)

NH4
+ + nFA f NH4

+(FA)n (4)

H2 + e- f H2
+ + 2e- (5)

H2
+ + H2 f H3

+ + H, ∆H° ) -13.3 kcal/mol (6)

FA + H3
+ f (H+FA)* + H2, ∆H° ) -95.6 kcal/mol (7)

(H+FA)* f NH4
+ + CO,∆ED ) 69 kcal/mol (8)

H+(FA)n 98
hν

H+(FA)n-1 + FA (9)

H+(FA)3NH3 98
hν

H+(FA)2NH3 + FA (10)
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of asymmetric free-NH2 (denoted as a-NH2), symmetric free-
NH2 (denoted as s-NH2), non-hydrogen-bonded free-NH (de-
noted as f-NH) and hydrogen-bonded-NH (denoted as b-NH)
stretches. Note that, in formamide, there exists only one single
amino group; whenever one of the two NH bonds is involved
in hydrogen bonding, both the f-NH and b-NH stretches appear
simultaneously. They constitute a pair, but distinctly different
type, of transitions.

We began the investigation with H+[HC(O)NH2]nNH3, n )
1-3. The reason that this series of cluster ions was chosen to
investigate is because ammonia has a proton affinity of 204.0
kcal/mol, higher than that of formamide by 7.5 kcal/mol;29

hence, the isomers containing an NH4
+ ion core with the

formamide acting as a ligand molecule should dominate. It is
expected from this experiment that one can obtain spectra that
are easy to interpret and establish conclusive structural identi-
fication of isomers for these clusters. The result serves as a
useful reference for latter identification of H+[HC(O)NH2]1-3

isomers and, thereby, the energetically preferred protonation site
of formamide.

A. H+[HC(O)NH 2]nNH3. A.1. n) 1 and 2. Figure 1 depicts
the lowest-energy structure of H+[HC(O)NH2]NH3, denoted as
AFA1I . Formation of this binary complex involves an ionic

N-H+‚‚‚O hydrogen bond with the formamide aligned in a trans
configuration (with respect to the CdO double bond of the
formamide). In this hydrogen bond, the excess proton is located
at a site closer to NH3 than to FA,d(N-H+) ) 1.081 Å and
d(H+‚‚‚O) ) 1.559 Å, yielding an NH4+ ion core.33 The
dominant source of the interaction is charge-dipole electrostatic
forces between these two subunits. It is of interest to note that
the calculated bond dissociation energy (∆HD) of this species
is 28.8 kcal/mol (Table 2), which is substantially larger than
that (24.8 kcal/mol)34 between NH4+ and NH3, even though FA
has a lower proton affinity than NH3 by 7.5 kcal/mol. This
somewhat counterintuitive result is in close agreement with the
finding of Meot-Ner34 that the N-H+‚‚‚O hydrogen bond is in
general stronger than N-H+‚‚‚N by 5.1 kcal/mol. We attribute
the strong hydrogen bonding (∆HD ) 28.8 kcal/mol) between
NH4

+ and HC(O)NH2 to the exceptionally large dipole moment
(3.73 D)35 of formamide due to its zwitterionic character.21

An attachment of the second FA molecule to isomerAFAI
yields more than four stable isomers for H+(FA)2NH3. Only
trans isomers, which are∼1 kcal/mol more stable than their
cis analogues, are discussed herein. Illustrated in Figure 1 is
the optimized geometry ofAFA2I , which contains an NH4+

ion sandwiched symmetrically between two FA ligand mol-
ecules. It is the lowest-energy isomer of H+(FA)2NH3, as in
the cases of H+(NH3)3 (ref 36) and H+(H2O)2NH3.6,7,22 The
second-lowest energy isomer of this cluster isAFA2II , which
consists of an FA dimer bound to NH4

+ (Table 2). Interestingly,
this binding results in a substantial elongation of the N+-H
bond pointing toward the FA molecule fromd(N-H+) ) 1.081
Å of AFA1I to d(N-H+) ) 1.115 Å ofAFA2II .33 This effect
of proton pulling, analogous to that of H+[(CH3)2O](H2O)n (ref
37) and H+(CH3OH)(H2O)n,38 has been understood as a result
of an enhancement in the proton affinity of FA due to
dimerization. For H+(FA)2NH3, it is possible that H+FA-
centered isomers also form when NH3 is not in direct contact
with the extra charge. The two representative isomers of this
type areAFA2III andAFA2IV , both of which are less strongly
bound thanAFA2I by roughly 12 kcal/mol.

No vibrational predissociation spectrum was obtained for this
dimer. The reasons that we failed to observe the spectrum of
H+(FA)2NH3 are believed to be two-fold. First, the energy
required to rupture the ionic hydrogen bond of the lowest-lying
isomer (AFA2I ) is ∼21 kcal/mol, which is much too high for
the dissociation to occur upon one-photon or even two-photon
excitation. Second, the relative abundance of the higher-energy
isomers, such asAFA2II which has a higher probability to be
dissociated by the infrared photons, is too low for us to observe
their action spectra in the supersonic expansion.

Figure 1. DFT-optimized structures of H+[HC(O)NH2]NH3 and
H+[HC(O)NH2]2NH3 isomers. The C, N, O and H atoms are denoted
by shaded spheres, solid spheres, large open spheres, and small open
spheres, respectively.

TABLE 2: DFT-Calculated Stepwise and Total Energies (kcal/mol) of the Clustering via Channel (I) NH4
+ + n[HC(O)NH 2] f

H+[HC(O)NH 2]nNH3 or Channel (II) H +[HC(O)NH 2] + (n - 1) [HC(O)NH2] + NH3 f H+[HC(O)NH 2]nNH3

isomersa B3LYP/6-31+G*

H+[HC(O)NH2]n-1NH3 H+[HC(O)NH2]nNH3 ∆En(I) ∆En(II) ∆En-1,n(I) ∆En-1,n(II)

AFA1I -28.8 -37.9
AFA1I AFA2I -49.6 -58.7 -20.8
AFA1I AFA2II -43.6 -52.7 -14.8
AFA1I AFA2III -38.4 -47.6 -9.7
AFA1I AFA2IV -37.5 -46.6 -8.7
AFA2I AFA3I -65.6 -74.7 -16.0
AFA2I AFA3II -65.4 -74.5 -15.8
AFA2I AFA3III -59.8 -68.9 -10.2
AFA2II AFA3IV -54.3 -63.4 -10.7
AFA2III AFA3V -53.4 -62.5 -14.9
AFA2III AFA3VI -53.2 -62.3 -14.7

a Structures illustrated in Figures 1 and 3.
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A.2. n) 3. Figure 2 compares the experimental spectrum of
H+[HC(O)NH2]3NH3 to the DFT-calculated results. Two groups
of transitions are discernible within the accessible frequency
range of 2650-3850 cm-1. They are the hydrogen-bonded-NH
stretches of the NH4+ central ion at 2900-3100 cm-1 and the
free-NH stretches of NH4+ and the HC(O)NH2 ligand at 3300-
3600 cm-1 (Table 3). Identification of the vibrational modes of
NH4

+ was made according to our previous studies of NH4
+-

(H2O)3,6 which has absorption bands located at 3375 cm-1 for
the free-NH stretch and at 2962 and 3045 cm-1 for the bonded-
NH stretches of the NH4+ ion core.

No indication was found for the f-NH stretching mode of
formamide in the vicinity of 3500 cm-1 in the experimental
spectrum. The lack of f-NH absorption bands in the spectrum
supports the suggestion of an NH4

+-centered structure, in which
the three FA molecules are situated on the first solvation shell
with their oxygen atoms attached to the NH4

+ ion core in a
linear N-H+‚‚‚O configuration.6 There is only one type of FA
in this cluster, as evidenced by the observation of the singlets
at 3554 and 3436 cm-1 for a-NH2 and s-NH2, respectively. Such
a suggestion of NH4+-centered structure is in accord with the
theoretical prediction from DFT calculations thatAFA3I ,
denoted as NH4+(FA)3 in Figure 3, is the most stable structure
out of the six geometrical isomers (Table 2). It is highly likely
that the second-lowest energy isomerAFA3II is also responsible
for the observed spectrum. This isomer, losing theC3 symmetry,

lies aboveAFA3I by only 0.2 kcal/mol. They both (AFA3I
andAFA3II ) are well separated in energy from the third NH4

+-
centered isomer (AFA3III ) containing a second-shell FA, and
are much more stable than isomersAFA3IV -AFA3VI consist-
ing of an H+FA ion core, as shown in Figure 3 and Table 2.

The simplicity of the experimental spectrum in Figure 2
allows for a near conclusive assignment of the 3390 cm-1 band
to the free-NH stretching mode of NH4

+ in AFA3I and
AFA3II .6 Given this assignment, one may associate the other
two prominent features at∼3050 cm-1 with the bonded-NH
stretches of NH4+, because their positions agree well with the
corresponding band positions of NH4

+(H2O)3 within 30 cm-1.6

A detailed assignment of these vibrational features to the NH4
+-

centered isomers is given in Table 3.
B. H+[HC(O)NH 2]n. B.1. n) 1 and 2. Figure 4 depicts the

optimized structures of H+[HC(O)NH2] from the B3LYP/6-

Figure 2. Comparison of the vibrational predissociation spectrum of
H+[HC(O)NH2]3NH3 with the DFT-calculated stick diagrams of isomers
depicted in Figure 3. The beam was expanded using a room-temperature
nozzle and a typical stagnation pressure of 100 Torr. Formamide loss
was monitored to obtain the experimental spectrum. Note that the
calculated intensities of the free-NH and CH stretches (solid bars) have
been amplified by a factor of 5 for clearer comparison to those of the
bonded-NH stretches (slashed bars).

TABLE 3: Frequencies (cm-1) and Assignments of the
Observed NH Stretching Absorption Bands of
H+[HC(O)NH 2]3NH3

obsd freq fwhma calcd freqb isomersc assignments

3554 5 3558, 3558, 3558AFA3I a-NH2 of FA
3558, 3558, 3558AFA3II a-NH2 of FA
3560, 3559 AFA3IV a-NH2 of FA

3436 6 3436, 3436, 3436AFA3I s-NH2 of FA
3436, 3436, 3436AFA3II s-NH2 of FA
3443, 3438 AFA3IV s-NH2 of FA

3422 9 3436, 3438, 3438AFA3IV free-NH of NH3

3390 15 3402 AFA3I free-NH of NH4
+

3404 AFA3II free-NH of NH4
+

3201 30 3178 AFA3IV asym. b-NH of FA
3157 30 3089 AFA3IV sym. b-NH of FA
3072 37 3071, 3063, 3045AFA3II bonded-NH of NH4

+

3025 42 3051, 3050, 3033AFA3I bonded-NH of NH4
+

a Full width at half-maximum.b Frequencies scaled by 0.963.
c Structures illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. DFT-optimized structures of H+[HC(O)NH2]3NH3 isomers.
The C, N, O and H atoms are denoted by shaded spheres, solid spheres,
large open spheres, and small open spheres, respectively.
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31+G* level of computation. Analogous to NH4+-FA, three
isomers were found and they differ in protonation site and/or
OH bond orientation with respect to the amino group. In
agreement with prior predictions,8-15 the O-protonation is much
more favorable than the N-protonation by 15 kcal/mol (cf. the
caption of Figure 4). Moreover, the O-protonated formamide
FA1I , with the electron lone pair of the oxygen atom leaning
toward the amino group, is significantly lower in energy than
its conformer (FA1II ) by 3.5 kcal/mol (cf. Table 4).

In Table 1, we compare the calculated frequencies (after
scaling by×0.963) of NH and CH stretches of isomersFA1I-
FA1III to those of the neutral formamide. ForFA1I (FA1II ),
both the a-NH2 and s-NH2 frequencies are predicted to be red-
shifted by 78 (90) and 64 (61) cm-1, respectively, due to the
O-protonation. A much larger frequency red-shift (up to 300
cm-1), however, was found for the NH stretches of isomer
FA1III . These frequency red-shifts are so prominent that they
can be used as a marker for the N-protonation.

Four DFT-optimized structures of H+[HC(O)NH2]2 isomers
are depicted in Figure 5, and they are all O-protonated. We
neglect the N-protonated forms here because they lie much
higher in energy and should have little contribution to our
observations. Revealed by the DFT calculations, isomerFA2I
is the global minimum with a binding energy of 34.3 kcal/mol
(Table 4). In this binary complex, the two FA subunits are linked
by a linear ionic O-H+‚‚‚O hydrogen bond with the two C-N
peptide bonds aligned nearly anti-parallel to each other in a trans
configuration. The corresponding cis configuration (FA2II ) is
less favorable,∼3.1 kcal/mol higher in energy. The remaining

two isomers (FA2III andFA2IV ) contain multiple but nonlinear
hydrogen bonds and are distinct in stability.

In this experiment, we were unable to obtain a good spectrum
of H+(FA)2 for the same reasons as given for H+(FA)2NH3 in
the earlier section. In the absence of the experimental spectra,
the calculated stick diagrams displayed in Figure 5 provide the
most valuable insight into the observed spectra of the trimer
discussed below.

B.2. n) 3. Figure 6 presents the vibrational predissociation
spectrum of H+[HC(O)NH2]3, showing two well-resolved a-NH2
features at 3554 and 3545 cm-1 and three overlapping bands at
3446, 3436, and 3427 cm-1 for the s-NH2 and f-NH stretches.
Note that, the a-NH2 bands are remarkably narrow, with a full
width at half-maximum (fwhm) of only 4 cm-1 (cf. Figure 7a).
They can be compared to the s-NH2 stretches that have an fwhm
of 7 cm-1 for each component of the barely resolved doublet
at 3436 and 3427 cm-1. Observation of such distinct band
separations (∼9 cm-1), which similarly appear in the spectra
of isomersFA2I and FA2II (Figure 5) for both a-NH2 and
s-NH2 stretches, indicates that there exist more than two distinct
types of formamide in this cluster unit. We assign the lower-
frequency pair (a-NH2 and s-NH2) of the two doublets to the
formamide molecule in direct contact with the excess proton,
and the higher-frequency pair (a-NH2 and s-NH2) of the doublets
to the formamide molecule forming one N-H‚‚‚O hydrogen

Figure 4. DFT-optimized structures of H+[HC(O)NH2]. The C, N, O
and H atoms are denoted by shaded spheres, solid spheres, large open
spheres, and small open spheres, respectively. The calculated pro-
tonation energies to attain the structuresFA1I , FA1II , andFA1III are
193.1, 189.6, and 177.3 kcal/mol, respectively.

TABLE 4: DFT-Calculated Stepwise and Total Energies
(kcal/mol) of the Clustering H+[HC(O)NH 2] +
(n - 1)[HC(O)NH2] f H+[HC(O)NH 2]n

isomersa B3LYP/6-31+G*

H+[HC(O)NH2]n-1 H+[HC(O)NH2]n ∆En
b ∆En-1,n

FA1I 0.0
FA1II 3.5

FA1I FA2I -34.3 -34.3
FA1I FA2II -31.2 -31.2
FA1I FA2III -29.7 -29.7
FA1I FA2IV -16.2 -16.2
FA2I FA3It -51.2 -16.9
FA2I FA3Ic -50.5 -16.2
FA2I FA3II -49.5 -15.2
FA2I FA3III -49.5 -15.2
FA2I FA3IV -46.6 -12.3
FA2I FA3V -45.5 -11.2
FA2I FA3VI -44.6 -10.3
FA2I FA3VII -45.0 -10.7

a Structures illustrated in Figs. 4, 5, and 8.b With respect to the total
energy of isomerFA1I .

Figure 5. DFT-optimized structures of H+[HC(O)NH2]2 isomers, where
the C, N, O and H atoms are denoted by shaded spheres, solid spheres,
large open spheres, and small open spheres, respectively. Shown
underneath are the corresponding stick spectra of isomersFA2I-
FA2IV . Note that the calculated intensities of the free-NH and CH
stretches (solid bars) have been amplified by a factor of 5 for clearer
comparison to those of the bonded-NH stretches (slashed bars).
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bond with the amino group of the H+FA ion core. The 3446
cm-1 band (fwhm ) 9 cm-1), obtained by Gaussian curve
fitting, could then be associated with the f-NH stretch of the
H+FA whose b-NH stretching mode can accordingly be found
as a broad absorption feature at 3046 cm-1 (cf. Figure 6).

We compare in Figure 6 the observed spectrum to the DFT-
calculated stick diagrams of seven possible isomersFA3It and
FA3II -FA3VII . The first isomer, denoted asFA3It in Figure
8, lies at the global minimum (cf. Table 4). It has a trans-trans
arrangement with respect to the two CdO double bonds of the
neutral formamide subunits, resulting in a stronger bonding than
its trans-cis counterparts (FA3Ic andFA3II ) by 1-2 kcal/mol
and the cis-trans conformers (FA3III andFA3IV ) by 2-4 kcal/
mol. Compared to these linear isomers,FA3V andFA3VI are
less strongly bound because they both contain an FA molecule
situated on the second solvation shell of the H+FA ion core.
Note that among these eight isomers depicted in Figure 8, the
linear noncyclic species (FA3It -FA3II ) all contain a directional
N-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bond connecting the third FA molecule;
hence, a dissociation energy of 16(1 kcal/mol is required to
rupture the bond, yieldingFA2I and monomeric FA as the final
products. In contrast, a considerably lower energy (11(1 kcal/
mol) is required for dissociation of the cyclic isomersFA3V-
FA3VII . Of particular interest is isomerFA3VII , which contains
an FA linked to the protonated dimer subunit by two uncon-

ventional C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bonds39 with a total interaction
energy of 10.7 kcal/mol (Table 4).

We emphasize that there are additionally more isomers than
those presented here for the cluster H+(FA)3. They are mainly
the cis analogues of the isomers depicted in Figure 8. Resem-
bling that of FA3It and FA3Ic, the cis conformers of these
isomers are all higher in energy than the corresponding trans
forms by∼1 kcal/mol. Also, the calculated spectra of the cis
conformers are generally similar to those of the trans forms,
except that the b-NH stretching frequencies of the former are
significantly blue-shifted from the latter by∼100 cm-1 because
of weaker hydrogen bonding. These isomers are not discussed
in detail herein to simplify the presentation of the analysis.

The features of the highest intensity in the experimental
spectrum of H+(FA)3 (Figure 6) belong to a-NH2 and s-NH2

stretches. These stretches, notably, share close resemblance to
the corresponding NH stretches in NH4

+(FA)3. Such a resem-
blance is particularly evident for the higher-frequency pair of
the transitions, which agree in band position with those of the
neutral formamide in NH4+(FA)3 within 1 cm-1 (cf. Tables 3
and 5). For the lower-frequency pair of the transitions, they differ
by only∼10 cm-1. Clearly, these frequency shifts are too small
to be caused by a strong perturbation, such as the perturbation
from protonation at the nitrogen site (cf.FA1III in Table 1). It
suggests an attachment of the excess proton to the oxygen atoms,
rather than to the nitrogen atoms, in this cluster. The good
agreement reached by the close comparison of the observed
spectrum with the calculated stick diagrams ofFA3It in Figure
6 lends an experimental support to the theoretical calculations

Figure 6. Comparison of the vibrational predissociation spectrum of
H+[HC(O)NH2]3 with the DFT-calculated stick diagrams of isomers
depicted in Figure 5. The beam was expanded using a room-temperature
nozzle and a typical stagnation pressure of 100 Torr. Formamide loss
was monitored to obtain the experimental spectrum. Note that the
calculated intensities of the free-NH and CH stretches (solid bars) have
been amplified by a factor of 5 for clearer comparison to those of the
bonded-NH stretches (slashed bars).

Figure 7. Enlarged views of the vibrational predissociation spectra of
(a) H+[HC(O)NH2]3, (b,c) H+[HC(O)NH2]3NH3 in the free-NH stretch-
ing region. Note that spectra (b) and (c) were obtained under different
experimental conditions. A gas sample with saturated (unsaturated)
vapor of liquid formamide seeded in H2 was used to obtain the spectrum
c (b). The two samples roughly differ 10-fold in formamide concentra-
tion.
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that the proton affinity of the oxygen is higher than that of the
nitrogen in formamide.

Discussion

A. Identification of both H +FA- and NH4
+-Centered

Isomers.Aside fromAFA3I andAFA3II , an additional isomer
can be identified from a close examination of the spectrum of
H+[HC(O)NH2]3NH3 in Figure 2. The isomer (namelyAFA3IV )
is lowest in energy among the three H+FA-centered forms,

AFA3IV -AFA3VI (cf. Figure 3). In this isomer, the excess
proton is located at a site closer to the formamide than to the
ammonia [d(O-H+) ) 1.063 Å andd(H+‚‚‚N) ) 1.542 Å],
despite that the NH3 is in direct contact with this positive charge.
The behavior, standing as an interesting contrast to that of
AFA1I andAFA2II in Figure 1, is a direct consequence of the
proton pulling effect discussed earlier.37

We identified the existence of isomerAFA3IV in the
supersonic expansion from a simultaneous observation of the

Figure 8. DFT-optimized structures of H+[HC(O)NH2]3. The C, N, O and H atoms are denoted by shaded spheres, solid spheres, large open
spheres, and small open spheres, respectively.
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weak but reproducible feature at 3422 cm-1 (Figures 7b and
7c) and the well-resolved doublet at 3157 and 3201 cm-1 (Figure
2). For the former, the band position is close to that of the free-
NH stretches (at 3417 cm-1) of the neutral NH3 in NH4

+(NH3)n

(ref 36) and, therefore, it can be assigned to the same stretch of
NH3 acting as a proton-accepting ligand of H+FA in H+(FA)3-
NH3. The latter can be associated with the symmetric and
asymmetric bonded-NH stretches of the H+FA ion core, whose
NH2 bonds are both involved in hydrogen bonding as in liquid
formamide.40 These bonded-NH vibrations are noticeably higher
in frequency than the corresponding b-NH stretch of H+(FA)3

at 3046 cm-1 due to hydrogen bond anti-cooperative effects.22

Figures 7b and 7c compare the spectra of H+(FA)3NH3

synthesized under different experimental conditions to further
emphasize the coexistence of H+FA-centered and NH4+-
centered isomers in the supersonic expansion.41 As clearly seen
from the figure, the intensity ratio of the bands at 3390 and
3422 cm-1, which are the fingerprints of these two distinct types
of isomers, can vary sensitively with the gas composition. An
equality in intensity was obtained when saturated formamide
vapor seeded in H2 was used as the gas sample for the corona-
discharged supersonic expansion.

A questions may be raised: How can the H+FA-centered
isomers be observed by the present experiment since they lie
so much higher in energy than the corresponding NH4

+-centered
isomers? We believe that the answer is closely associated with
the clustering kinetics involved in the supersonic expansion,
the dynamics of interconversion between NH4

+- and H+FA-
centered forms, and the difference in excitation scheme between
these two types of isomers. In this work, the clusters of interest
are produced by an adiabatic expansion, which is a nonequi-
librium process. Hence, clustering kinetics, in addition to
energetics, should govern the relative abundance of the cluster
isomers in the beam. One may expect that when the H+(FA)3-
NH3 ions are produced adiabatically, statistically some of them
should be centered with H+FA. These H+FA-centered isomers
can be easily trapped in this configuration because, in order to
have them converted to the corresponding NH4

+-centered
isomers, a high barrier must be overcome. It involves a large
movement of the FA molecule from one side of the H+FA ion
core to another, which is clearly not an energetically favorable
process.

Previously,6 we demonstrated in the study of NH4
+(H2O)3-6

that the vibrational predissociation involved therein is primarily
a one-photon process. Such a process prevails because the
energies required to dissociate these cluster ions are relatively
low, ranging from 10 to 13 kcal/mol, and the dissociation can
occur at the expense of required internal energies. For the present
dissociation ofAFA3I andAFA3II , however, more than one
photon should be needed because these isomers are all bound
with a dissociation energy of∼16 kcal/mol (Table 2). Shown
in Figure 9 is the experimental measurement on the dependence

of the peak intensities of a-NH2 and s-NH2 absorption bands
on laser pulse energy for H+[HC(O)NH2]3NH3. Within the
energy range used in this experiment, the power dependence is
clearly nonlinear. A statistical average of 1.3 photons per
excitation is required for the dissociation of these clusters,
indicating that a significant portion of the observed signal is
derived from a two-photon process. It should be noted that while
the H+FA-centered cluster isomerAFA3IV may exist in a
substantially less amount thanAFA3I andAFA3II in the beam
due to weaker hydrogen bonding, it can be detected more easily
by this vibrational predissociation ion trap spectrometer via one-
photon excitation process.

B. Implications for C -H‚‚‚O Formation. Comparison of
the spectra in Figure 6 favors an assignment of the observed
vibrational features to isomerFA3It rather than toFA3II -
FA3VI (Table 5). We notice, however, that the b-NH absorption
band as observed experimentally is significantly lower in
intensity than that predicted forFA3It . It seems to suggest the
presence of a second isomer. A close inspection of the eight
structures (and their cis conformers) depicted in Figure 8 reveals
that isomerFA3VII is the only species without a b-NH group.
The other seven isomers all contain one pair of transitions,
belonging to f-NH and b-NH stretches, in their calculated
spectra. Hence, according to the present calculations, the fact
that we failed to observe an intense b-NH absorption band in
the experimental spectrum (Figure 6) implies that isomer
FA3VII , while not lowest in energy, might make a significant
contribution to the observation. We have attempted a temper-
ature dependence measurement30 to verify the presence of this
isomer but, unsuccessfully, the temperature range we could vary
is too small to allow us to observe any significant changes in
the spectrum. It remains a challenge to establish a conclusive
identification of this intriguing species in the supersonic
expansion.

The prediction for the existence of isomerFA3VII in Table
4 ties in to our previous identification of the unconventional
C-H‚‚‚O bond formation in [(CH3)2O]2H+-H2O.30 It also links
this work with the studies of C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bonds42 in
biomolecular crystals. In a series of studies of C-H‚‚‚O contacts

TABLE 5: Frequencies (cm-1) and Assignments of the
Observed NH Stretching Absorption Bands of
H+[HC(O)NH 2]3

obsd freq fwhma calcd freqb isomersc assignments

3554 4 3556 FA3It a-NH2 of FA
3545 4 3551 FA3It a-NH2 of FA
3446d 9 3458 FA3It f-NH of H+FA
3436d 7 3436 FA3It s-NH2 of FA
3427d 7 3431 FA3It s-NH2 of FA
3046 100 3075 FA3It b-NH of H+FA

a Full width at half-maximum.b Frequencies scaled by 0.963.
c Structures illustrated in Figure 8.d Obtained by band deconvolution.

Figure 9. Dependence of fragment ion intensity on laser power density
for a-NH2 (b) and s-NH2 (O) stretches of H+[HC(O)NH2]3NH3. Dashed
lines are the best fits of the experimental data to the nonlinear power
law, (peak height)∝ (laser power)n. An average ofn ) 1.3 photons/
excitation is required for the dissociation of H+[HC(O)NH2]3NH3 for
both NH stretches.
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using neutron scattering, Steiner43 found a good correlation
between the covalent CR-H bond length and the HR‚‚‚O
separation in 16 zwitterionic compounds and chloride salts of
R-amino acids. For the shortest contact with an HR‚‚‚O
separation of∼2.3 Å, the associated CR-H bond is lengthened
by up to 0.008 Å. Evidence for the existence of an ionic C-H
to O hydrogen bond in large biomolecules has also been
provided by Musah et al.44 using cationic heterocyclic com-
pounds as the guest molecules in an engineered protein cavity.
They obtained an energy of∼15 kcal/mol, contributed mostly
from electrostatic forces, for the binding of a thiazole cation to
the aspartic acid of the cytochromec peroxidase.

Figure 10 presents the front view and side view of the
FA3VII structure. It consists of two unconventional C-H‚‚‚O
bonds and three FA units lying in two nearly perpendicular
planes. The bond lengths and angles of these two C-H‚‚‚O
contacts substantially differ, withd(H‚‚‚O) ) 2.05/2.34 Å and
∠C-H‚‚‚O ) 163°/148°. The former (d ) 2.05 Å) is clearly
much shorter than the corresponding bond length of∼2.3 Å in
molecular crystals ofR-amino acids.43 Note that in this structure
(Figure 10), the two electron lone pairs of the oxygen atom lie
in a plane tilted∼5° from the normal to the plane containing
the two C-H bonds; hence, the overlap of molecular orbitals
between these hydrogen-bonded O and H atoms is minimal.
Such unconventional C-H‚‚‚O bonding, with the OdC-N
dipole pointing directly toward the excess proton, is purely
electrostatic, mainly through charge-dipole interactions.

Conclusions

We have collected and assigned the infrared spectra of
formamide-containing cluster cations synthesized by a super-
sonic expansion. The clusters display characteristic absorption
features derived from the asymmetric and symmetric free-NH2

stretches of HC(O)NH2 hydrogen-bonded to either the HC-
(OH)dN+H2 or the NH4

+ ion core. Despite a large number of
calculations having been performed before us to predict the
protonation site of formamide, we provide the first spectroscopic
data to compare with theory. From a detailed analysis of the
spectra of H+[HC(O)NH2]3 and NH4

+[HC(O)NH2]3, it is
concluded that infrared spectroscopy can be used as a tool to
characterize the protonation property of this primary amide. The
method is capable of delineating the protonation properties of
higher-order amides, or even polypeptides.

Results of this work suggest an interesting possibility of
C-H‚‚‚O bond formation in the protonated formamide trimer,
H+[HC(O)NH2]3, where the three amide groups are bridged by
two ionic C-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bonds. The study of these
unconventional hydrogen bonds may provide useful insight into

the C-H‚‚‚O interactions in biomolecules, particularly in
proteins or polypeptides. Whether these types of interactions
can actually exist in biomolecules and how they affect the
protein folding processes45 is an interesting subject to address
in future experiments.
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